Special purpose machine is a means of achieving lower production cost by increasing productivity. In design of SPMs, we retain features which are essential for the operations, thus reducing the costs. Wherever possible, operations are combined so as to reduce the number of settings and labour involvement. This also improves the component accuracy. SPMs give you higher output at much lower cost, compared to machining on VMC/HMC. Multispindle drilling/tapping technology will boost productivity, assure quality and reduce cost of operations enable to withstand global competition. **We help you to keep pace in the race to globalization.** Our specialization is in automatic machines and machining technology. We offer complete machining solutions using appropriate technology.

**OUR OTHER PRODUCTS**

- Multispindle drilling machines
- Multispindle tapping machines
- Assembly SPMs
- Fine Boring machines
- CNC machines
- SPMs For Defence Industry
- Multispindle machines for long section material
- STD. Spindle units and slide units.

Let us know your requirements for right solutions.
Multispindle drilling/tapping technology will boost productivity, assure quality and reduce cost of operations enable to withstand global competition.

ADVANTAGES OF MULTISPINDLE TECHNOLOGY

• Labour involvement is drastically reduced and also rejection rate is reduced.
• Reduction in machining time and increased productivity
• Increased accuracy of center distance and depth
• No chances of missing operations, hence reduced inspection.

MULTISPINDLE PRODUCTS

• Multispindle drilling machines
• Multispindle tapping machines
• Multispindle drilling and tapping machines
• Multispindle drilling heads and machines for long sections
• Shuttle type machines

Let us know your requirements for right solutions.
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